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Acceleration flight data of Mariner Mars '69, OAO-II and ATS
spacecraft in the boost phase were used to determine the disturbing forcing
function of the Centaur engines at Main Engine Cutoff event. An inverse
solution using the concept of Fourier transform and transfer function is
presented. Mathematical dynamic models of the spacecraft and the Centaur
launch vehicle were derived and Fourier transforms and time histories of the
disturbing forcing function were determined. Analysis to determine the
response and reaction forces and moments of another spacecraft using the
same Centaur vehicle has been derived.
i
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•
I. INTRODUCTION
Through a cooperative effort among NASA Lewis Research Center, NASA
Goddard Space Flight Center and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, similar sets
of acceleration measurements were obtained through continuous telemetry
during the launch and exit phases of six spacecraft having; Atlas/Centaur
launch vehicles. These spacecraft were two Mariner Mars '69 (Mariners VI and
Vii), two OAO-II and two ATS. Only one OAO-II is reported in this memorandum.
Ref. 1 describes the instrumentation and the data processing leading
to the obtaining of phase-coherent acceleration-time histories, i.e., three
translational and three rotational components measured in a plane at the field
joint in the spacecraft adapter structure. This description relates specif-
ically to analysis of Mariner data, but the method of processing applies
generally to the other spacecraft.
This memorandum deals with the use of the observed acceleration responses
at Centaur Main Engine Cutoff (MECO) in deriving the engine forcing functions
that produced the responses. The steps in this process entailed the following:
1.	 Computation of the Fourier transform {A(w)l of each acceleration
transient.
1i	
2.	 Computation of the three-dimensional normal modes of each composite
space vehicle for the configuration at MECO.
3. Computation of the structural transfer function matrix [H(w))
relating, the Fourier transform {A(w)l of the acceleration response
at the plane of the flight accelerometers to the Fourier transform 	 N
{F(w)l of the force vector at the main engine timbal-hlnck station.
-1
4. Use of the inverse transfer function [H(w)]	 to obtain the Fourier





6transform of tale force vector, (F(v) ) .
^.	 Use of the inverse Fourier transform to convert the furring
functions from the frequency domain to the time domain.
This :nc-morandum also derives the equations for obtaining the acceleration
components and the reaction forces and moments at the base of an y spacecraft
In a Centaur/spacecraft combination at MEW, from the derived forcing
functions, ^f(t) I . Again, the solution is indicated in the frequency domain,
with cutiversion to the time domain when appropriate.
Ref. -2
 applies the methods and analyses of this memorandum to the
predictions of base accelerations and reactions of "iariner Mars '71 and
Viking spacecraft at 114ECO.
11. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS
A.	 Determi na tion o f the Forcing Function
The measurement of :	 accelerations u I (t), u 2 (0 ' ...' u6(t)
at six locations of the base of the spacecraft furnishes enough inputs to
determine six components of a forcing function f l (t), f2(t),...,f6(t)
applied at a given location A l of the launch vehicle (Fig. 1).
the six accelerations u 1 (t), u2 (t),..., u6 (t) were three axial and
three tangential accelerations and were measured at the field joint for
Mariner Mars 'b9, OAO — li and ATS spacecraft. For a more meaningful
display of the data the six accelerations u I (t), u 2 (0 ' ...' u 6 (t) were
reduced to three translations a I (t), a 2 (t), a 3 (t) and three rota^ijns
a4 (t), a 5 (t), a6 (t) at the center A2 of the field joint on the z axis
(Fig. 2). Assuming a perfectly rigid field joint, we have
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{a I M ) - [T){u(t) }
where ['1') is it b x 6 riltrlx oh ►.ninwl from th e go-nm e• try (-f the, accNlrrnreter
r le+ceirent. Details of tli- -lerivation and volution of 4'm. (1) are Presented
in reef. 1.
A frequency domain sulutic^n of the problem has been used representing
a generalization of he method of Ref. 3. The dynamic characteristics of
the total structure made of the combined Centaur/spacecraft (Fig. 1) are
represented by y free-free normal modes. The equations of motion for the
system in terms of the free-free modes are
[Mrr]{Y}
	 [0 Ir ]
z {f)	 (2)
for the rigid body modes and
r Mee A {d) + r Cee j{q) + r Kee J{q} - [0 le] T(f)	 (3)
for the elastic modes. The acceleration response {al) is given by
{a l } 
- [m 2r Im 2e 4—^^	 (4)
In Eqs. (2) through (4)
	 1
[Mrr ] is the rigid body mass matrix (6 x 6)	 (mass, static unbalance
and inertia) with respect Al
r Mee 4 is the generalized mass matrix (diagonal N x N)
[	 Cee is the generalized damping matrix (diagonal N x N)
r Kee is the generalized stiffness matrix (diagonal N x N)
{r} is the column of the displacement of the rigid body modes
(6 x	 1)
{q}	 is the column of elastic generalized displacements (N x 1)
6
(1)
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4I ^ I r I is the rigid body mode shape at	 point A l 	(6	 x	 6)
It lC I is the elastic mode shape at point	 A l (6	 x	 .`r)
(:2r[ is the rigid body mode shape at	 point A 2	 (6 x 6)
[ ; 2`, ) is the elastic mode shape at point A 2 (6	 x N)
{f) is the column of forces and moments at point Al
{a l ) is the column of the accelerations at point A2
"Then we take the Fourier transform of both sides of i:qs. (2) through (4) .
BY convention capital letters for the columns wi11 mean Fourier transform
i.e., for example,
o0
{A 1 (w) } _	 {al(t) fv-iwtdt	 (5)
-or
where i = 1. Similar expressions hold for {r), {q) and {f).
Lys. (2) through (4) become th? following algebraic equations:
-w2 [m rr l{R) = [ m lr I T fF)	 (6)
[- ^^Iee + iwCee + Kee l {Q) = I` le`^	 (F)	 (7)




:Next we solve the algebraic Eqs. (6) and (7) for (R) and {Q) and
substitute into Eq. (8) to obtain the following input-output relationship
(Fig. 3)
{A1(w) ) = [H 1 (w) ] { F(w) )	 (9)
where [if I MI is the transfer function matrix
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•in which [Z] is a frequency dependent diagonal complex matrix (N x N)
r z j - r 1 n (w) j	 (11)
Each term L oi' Eq. (11) is
n
w	 (10
L n	 un (1 - 2n - ? IF, !)	 ( 12)
W
where jj , w , F are the generalized mass, the natural frequency and the
n	 n	 11
modal damping of each free-free mode, respectively.
The forcing function (F(w)) is obtained by inverting the 6 x 6
transfer function matrix [if 1 (w) ), i.e.,
	
{F(w) ) _ [ H 1 (w) I -1 ( A 1 ( w ) )
	 (13)
The time history of the forcing function !f(t)) is obtained by inverse
Fourier transform
+0
{f(t))	 2n	 {F(w)}eiwtdw	 (14)
— o0
B.	 Response of Another Spacecraft
We now assume that the flight spacecraft (Mariner'69, OAO and/or
ATS) are removed from the Centaur vehicle and replaced by another space-
craft. Eqs. (2) through (12) still hold except that the modes are those
corresponding to the new Centaur/spacecraft configuration. The acceleration
response at the base of the spacecraft (Fib, . .1) is given by
{A2 (w) ) _ [H 2 (w) ] { F(w) )
	 (15)
where [H (w)) is the transfer function matrix given by Eq. (10) in.which
the modes correspond to the Centaur/new spacecraft combination.*
*In Eq. (15) as in the following equations 2 is a superscript not a power of two; the
only excepts-)n is for w in the later equations.
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•C.	 Determination of Reaction Farces and `foments at the Base of	 Spacecraft
once the base acceleration of a spacecraft {a 2 (t)) in the boost config-
uration on the launch vehicle is know ► ., the reaction forces and moments
{g(t)^ at a point A 3 of the base of the spacecraft can be determined. the
first M cantilevered normal modes are used to represent the structural
characteristics of the spacecraft. The equations of motion are (Refs. 4,5)
[MRR j M
E1:




= &	 (16)U C.
	
^) K,
	 pE  	 LI:
where:
( MRR ]	 is the rigid body matrix (6 x 6) of the spacecraft with
•
respect to the base at point A3
[M RE is the rigid elastic matrix	 (6 x M) with	 respect	 to point A,3
[ MER ] =
[ MRI"
r MEE a is the generalized mass matrix (M x M)
CEE a is the generalized damping matrix (M x M)
r KEE ] is the generalized stiffness matrix (M x M)
{p} is the column of the generalized displacement with respect to
the base
{ x 2 }	 is the column of the base motion at point A3
{g}	 is the column of the reaction forces and moments
Expanding Eq. (16) we obtain
[MRR]
{x2 } + (
MRE]{0}
	 { g}	 (17)
NO {x2} + r MEE J {P} + r CEE J {p} + r KEE J{p) = 0	 (18)
The differential Eqs. (17) and (18) are then transformed into algebraic
equations by Fourier transform
6
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•	
-w2 [MRR ]{ x l } -w2 [MREIf P) _ {c)	 (19)
-w2 [MER ]{X 2 ) + [-w 2MEE + iwCEE + KEE ]( P ) - 0	 (20)
The Fourier transform of the acceleration (A 2 (w)} is related to the dis-
placement { X 2 (w)) by
(A2 (w) ) - -w 2 (X2 (w) )	 (21)
Solving Eq. (20) for {P) and substituting into Eq. (19) we obtain
	
[M RR- 
MREY - 1MET,]{A2 (w) } - (C(w) )	 (22)
where [Y] is a frequency-dependent diagonal complex matrix (M x M)
identical in form to Eqs. (11) and (12) except that the parameters are
relative to the cantilevered modes
Y ,] = C Ym (w) j	 (23)
W2	 w
Y (w) - v (1 - m - 2i^ m)	 (24)
m	 m	 2	 m w
W	
m	 M
Call [H 3 (w)] the transfer function matrix premultiplying {A 2 (w)} in
Eq. (22); we have
[ H3 (w)]	 [M RRMREY-1M R]	 (25)
{ G (w) } - [ H3 ( w ) ]{A 3 (w) }	 (26)
The expression of Eq. (25) is similar to Eq. (10) and the same computer
program can be used to calculate Eq. (25) provided one makes the following
identities
I
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6[^2r] [MRR] (27)
[ Mrr ] I '' lr [	 r	 1	 4 (28)
['2e] [-MRE] (Z9)
[a l e] [r-'R] (30)
(Z) [Y] (31)
The time Histories of the reaction forces and moments are again obtained by
inverse Fourier transform using Eq . (14) replacing { F(w) } by { t ;(,,,) 1.
The numerical application of the analysis of the last two sections,
B ::nd C, will not be done in this memorandum but will be preGNnted in a -
companion memorandum (Ref. 2).
D.	 Requi retnent s and Assumptions
'File above derivation to be successfully utilized in practice requires
three conditions that are difficult to meet:
a) the location of the disturbance (here the Centaur main engine
gimbal plane) is well known.
b) the mathematical model represented by Eqs. (2) through (4)
is sufficiently descriptive for the structure, especially in
t;. ,- r nrion whore the datR are r(,asurN r? rind where the 11sturMni,
foreinr function is assumed to I)e nrrl?^?.
c) the measured data are reliable, i.e., fr P of amplitude
and phase distortion, telemetry noise and drift.
It should be noted Lh:^-r only one equivalent load (force and moment)
which reproduces tite measured data through the assumed model is obtained.
Separating the equivalent load into the actual thrusts at the two engines
would require a detail modeling of the engines which was not available here.
It was assumed in the present study that this equivalent load when applied
to another spacecraft using the same vehicle, would give a good estimate of
the response at the base of the spacecraft.
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III. MATHU ATICAL MODELS
A. Centaur Launch Vehicle Model
the basic Centaur model was obtained from Ref. 6 wl ► ich describes
models of the Atlas/Centaur SLV-3C launch vehicle. The original CDC model
is shown on Fig. 5. This model was modified to incorporate an improved
model of the engines in a manner similar to that of Ref. 7. The resulting
JPL model is given in Firs. 5 thrrnif-h 7. Tables 1 through 6 give weight
and stiffness properties for the Centaur model which was used with the
Mariner '69, OAO-II and ATS spacecraft.
B. Mariner-Mars 1 09 Spacecraft Model
The model used for the Mariner spacecraft was represented by normal
modes of the spacecraft (including the Centaur adapter) cantilevered at
the base of the Centaur adapter. The mass matrix [M RR 1, the elastic-rigid
coupling matrix [MLR ] and natural frequencies [wnj were obtained from
previous analysis performed at JPL. Those matrices are shown in Tables
7 and 8.
C. OAO-II Spacecraft Model
A simple structural model for the OAO-II spacecraft, furnished by
Goddard Space Flight Center through Grumman Aircraft Engineering Company,
was used for the modal analysis. The mudel consisted of nine mass points
connected by
 eight spring elements (Fig,. 8). The data for the lumped
parameter model, revised as of July 30, 1968, consisted of nine trans-
lational and rotational inertia values (Table 9), and eight axial, torsional
bending and shear compliances (Table 10). The model also contained the
associated Grumman Aircraft Engineering Company (GAEC) vehicle station
numbers.
6
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U.	 ATS Spacecraft Model
The A'i'S model was furnished by TRW and consisted of twenty-three
lumped masses connected by springs as represented in Fig. 9. The
stiffnesses, inertia properties and coordinate data of this model
are given in Tables 11 and 12.
IV. COMPUTER ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
A. Computer Programs
The JPL SAMIS computer program (Ref. 8) was used to compute the
normal modes needed for the numerical computation of the transfer function
matrix [it 1 (w)]. The JPL RECEP computer program (Ref. 9) was used for the
numerical computation of Egs.(5), (10), (13) and (14). Considerations
on the use of the fast Fourier transform algorithm used in this program
are given in Ref. 4, Appendix B. The reduced flight data {a 1(t)} were
digitized from the analog signals and stored on magnetic tape. This tape
was used as an input to the RECEP program.
B. Mariner-Mars 1 69/Centaur Composite Vehicle
The normal modes and attachment modes of the Centaur vehicle were
obtained considering the vehicle cantilevered at the gimbal axis (gridpoint
67, Fig. 5) and generalized mass and stiffness matrices were generated.
Attachment modes as described in Ref. 10 were generated at the separation
plane between Centaur and spacecraft so that the Mariner spacecraft could
be attached to the Centaur to form a composite model. The [M`RR 1, [ME R]
and r w n J terms of the Mariner model were combined with the generalized
mass and stiffness matrices of the vehicle to form the composite vehicle-
spacecraft model. The free-free normal modes [m le 1, [0 2e ], r W  A of the
composite model were obtained in order to compute Eqs. (10) through (12).
•
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6Chc nornia l I zat I on o t the modus was such t 11,1 t the -enera l i zed miss u
I1
wa, 1111ity.
111e rigid bod y, mass properties I`1 rr I needed for I:cl. (IU) wt,rt , also ►
obt.1 i ned f rorn t h i ti compos I to mode 1.	 7 he r I g.; I (I 	 modes I: I r	 .111d I: ► r 1
were obt a i ned b y appl y Ing; till i t trans g at i one ( 1 i n ► -11) and Lill I t rotat i ons
(I radi.ill) at poi lit A I for three directions (FI B;. I ) .	 Tables 13 and 14
show I #I , I I , 2r I , P , J , [ t	 I and	 mac r i cvs	 Tab l e 15 show., t ht,
IM rr I mmrlx.	 A nodal damping; of ' , 11 = . 03 watt CIIW,Vn for all mo(IL's.
I:cg . ( 10) was than so l ved us ing; the RI:CEP p rograr1 t o obt a in tilt , t cans f er
function Ili 1 (u1)I between the separation pLoie (gridpoint 1	 FIB.. `i) and
the gimbal axis (g;ridpoint 67, Fig;. 5).	 The six ­owponent!- of tilt,
pleasured separation plane acceleration data relativo to the two :.1aritier
'69 flights (AC-20 "larinerVIand AC-19 Mariner\llt were digitized ;u1d the
Fourier tr,hnsforms computed b y
 FCI. (5) .
	
Figs. A-1 tl ► roug;h A-12 of Vol. 11
show the ti:-,le histories and the corresponding; I'ourier transforms of
flight data.
The six components of the forcing; function I f(t) I at the LJmbal axis
were then computed by 1•:c i s. (13) and (14) using; Cie above flight acceleration
data. The time histories and the Fourier transfonns of the forcing; function
are given in Figs. A-13 through A-24.
C.	 OAO-II Aent aur Composite Vehi cl e
Within the overall launch vehicle system the OAO-1I spacecraft is
represented by g;ridpoints 1 through 9 of Fig. 8. The Centaur model of
Fig. 5 was modified for the OAO by the addition of five mass points connected
by four spring elements to represent the conical and transition adapters
between the Centaur and the OAO spacecraft. These five mass points are
inuicated in Fig;. 8.
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6Ilse co111p1--^ite VOII(Ie colltilsted of tw,i s tit) tit ructurc Illodt,Iti:
( a )
	
'l'he coull)i111t 1111 of the OA( ► -1 I spacecr.11 t and the U,1ti /l:cntaur
conical adapter cantilevered At gridpoint 1 0 in I'i,-. H.
( 1) )
	
the tcntaur mo del call i levered at the gImhaI axis, );rl dpi) int 67 in
I' i >;	 h.
The cant i levered normal modes of each part of tllc compo!, i tc veh is le
t , e re ob to f ncd us i ng; file SAN I", p rop ram ( Re f. H) . 	 Tile twc- submodel s were
thctl combined using the substructural approach of Itcf. 10 to obtain th
I ree-tree overal l vehicle diodes. The modal data are shown I11 'L,oles 16,
17 and 18.	 '111e forcing function i t(t) } was obta ined us in,; tllc RE'CLP
pro(;ram ill a m.lnncr identical to the Mariner /Centaur composite vehicle.
I'rccluency do main computations similar to section B were performed
using the above modal data and a modal damping t n = .03 for all modes. The
Lillie histol-ies and the corresponding Fourier transfcrml. of the input
acceleration f1igia data are shown in Figs. A-25 *hrough A-30 of Vol. 11.
Selected forcing functions If(t)) and their Fourier transforms iF(w)} are
shown in Figs. A-31 through A-33 of Vol. I1. Because the OAO model, including
its adaptor was too crude, the resulting; forcing; functions { f(t) ) h._hve
been found to be not satisfactory, exhibiting some unrealistic oscillations
at about 60 Hz, as shown in Figs. A-31 through A-33.
1).	 MS/Ce nt aur Composite Vehicle
'file composite analysis using the ATS model was performed b y obtaining
the normal modes of the ATS model cantilevered at gridpoint 23 of 1'ig. 9.
Similarl y to the previous cases, the appropriate [M
rr ], PMerJ and (wnj
matrices were generated to attach the ATS model to the Centaur model at
gridpoint 12 of Fig. 5 and obtain the overall free-free Spacecraft/Vehicle
modes. The modal data are shown in Tables 19, 20 and 21. Again, frequency
x
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6(lolll,llll cof"1put -i I. I	 slid la 	 to `;et't b i ll 1) wt , rt' 1wrIormed u:;Ill}, tho 'lod.l I
d  t.1 arhd :t 1110da I	 t1.11111 I Itll;	 _ . tl 1 1 or .1 1 1 Modes .	 I he t 1 . t• Iii -;tor  i vs .1111
n
the Four icr trrinsform:; of three sets o: the inplrt 1t c'vlcr.lthm 1 l ivAit
d11 t:1 , AC-17 11,C0 1, AC-18 ` ECO l mud AC-13 Ali •: tat 1 1 , arc .;hown i n I' I gs .
A-34 throii,%h A-">I. 	 hcrc ag-An tht• XIS model was ► ► o crudt , to ?Jve
accupt.lblc results of the forcing II ► uction, tl it' CC' I0Fe, 011"v selected
forcing; lu ll c ti o ns { f(t) r and their Fmiricr tr.msIi nls obt.hincd as for tllc
pr. , v i ous c • a:;es art. showrh i n r I gs . .%- 52 through A-54 of Vo I . I I I or AC- 18
MEO II.
V.	 UI S CUs S IoN
Hie ac • t • I ► r.lcv of the method prescntcd here IF or dt. , r i v i w, f ore Inn func t i one
f ronl mea;;tlred response's depends , at th out set , on ubt.l ► n 1 n};, f rom to l emet ry,
phase cuher'e ► It (l,ltC with a ill i111111Lill) of clectrIt - al noise.	 Tile steps described in
Ref. 1 to obtain ph.lsc coherent data .1r y considered minInl.tl. 	 Ill 	 simil.lr
future application, on-board data processing-, leading to the dc,ired accVler:ltlon
components for di rest telenhetcrinIl should produce an Irlprovcmvnt in signal qu.11 i ty.
The method is inherently scnsitive to the fidellt y in struc • tur.11 modeling,
Mild, to a lesser degree, on they assumptions of modal d.lmping ill deriving the
structural transfer matrices [11 	 1'or example, 11* the Four iertrans 'orm,
f 	 .)} of the acceleration vector {a(t) , shows a dominant frequency componen*.
well removed from 11 11V colnputecl nornmI-mode frequency of the space vehicle, the
derived Fourier transfurm FG.) } will have an exaggerated amplitude at this
frequency. Another wa y
 of saving; this is that "ring out" due to a step forcing
function can occur only ill
	 modes. A mismatch of computed modal frequencies
with observed frequency response will cause a spurious "rind; in" to the functions,
f (t) }, derived from this inverse process.
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•;I- ►t1.11 dat:I	 btaInc'd Irow; or con Iirmcd b%- mod-iI stirvc`	 `,tinl(I Ic 1^i;,It1%'
cl^ s I r:tb I c, as Would. of coursi , d I rcct mc.. ►:uremc'nt s of t lic tit : I rc d t r:tn- t cr
tune t i-m-, III(.)).	 Howcvcr, th(	 I.ittur wou!d require tuts o) tilt part is ul.Ir
Uoost t • r spat cc rali t tomb i n.It loll, wilcrcas mode survev-, coil I d the c on(1:1 'tc d
i ncic pcncle nt I	 1 or boost cr and spacec r.I I t , and comb I ncd t ► ` i , • pia I ;. nl
t c( 1111 ! ,I1Ie •: .
t ► n sever: ►
 I cll:tntic'ls of t I ► c` proc'csscd 1 1 I plat datrl, 9C of 1 r;ct'; c,c rc Observed.
'i'1 ► esc tit Iscts led to do-ivcd Incrcnu'nts of vvyjnc side force , that could be
obtaInt-d onl% with more that ► I u I I gimbaI mgIc.	 IIic origin of t  iIt- inconsistvvcv
is thou)'ht to be e'le'ctrical.
Otll ink; cash of t lie fIight " cliscutisod herciit, ccota ur engine charb cr
pt ('r=tint c mc:I ,:i t ( :, c'ilt s were obta heed t 1)rt-u t;l c • ottt i moos t cl eru`t ry Awmic I .- .	 I t
Wilt; 111 i t 1 :1 I I V i lit t'ndecl 1.0 compa re t he d er I ved fort i ng I tine t i one w i t h t hose
convert cd from pressor(' measurumt lit s. however, subsc(luc'nt investigatiow; revealed
Cut. the'	 (It the pre.-:sure ^'ensing instrume'ntaLion wl- v, svi-ioti ';Iv degraded
above 811V.	 .1c'c'ordint",I", no comparisons are available.
I:a r I v .I1,proac11vs to t he " i averse so I tit i on" i n t lie` t ime domai n rcvc-a l t-d
ins Lab flitIes 0h1c11 are c'Ircumvented b y opt r at ink; in tlit frequent`. dc ►maIn.	 Ref.
3 cep l:i i ns the reasons t he rc i or .
flit s g lut Ion fit the f requency domain is made hr.ict i cal through the usu of
t11c "fast I'ouricr transSorm" ill ;;orttna;.
V1 ,	 ('O'Nc!.11bli N
To conclude, tike nu'nericaI anal y sis her formed on six f'.ight events has shown
that it is f vat, ihle to work backward f rom a known IF IIgh t response to determine
tite d y namic • load (forcing functions) at spec i r ic events. However, the method of
anal sit; is suc'ccssl - ul uttl y if the dvnamic • t: ►odel of the entire structure Is well
known :Ind tilt' source of the loadin, is full, understood.
1 PI. It ( hni( ,II
	 ii- lhi, %-I	 1
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Fib;. 1. Flight vehicle
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Fig. Z. Field joint motion
















Fig. 3. Block diagram for farce-response relationship
Fig. 4. Response of spacecraft on launch vehicle
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Fig. 5. Lateral model of the Centaur launch vehicle
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GDC and JPL loligituclinal nlc^dcl Centaur 1^111nch vellicic^
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Fib;. 7. GDC and JPL torsional model Centaur launch vehicle




Fig. 8. OAO/Centaur model



























ORIENTATION OF x AND y AXES ARBITRARY
Fig. 9. ATS tilodcl
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•Table 4. Centaur h1ECO lateral MO (lel — Spi-ing (:()n4tants
-
Gridpoint Gridhoitit




1 2 (I012	 Ib- in. I 1 1 Ib- irtl) i lO B - Ib ► (!t18	 Ibi
1221.'. 13 0.055 O, 203 221
13 14 0.0818 0. 122 O. 2" I O. 2 18
14 15 O. 122 O, 214 O. 238 0.204
15 1() O. 312 O, 312 u. 335 O, 335
10 17 O. 312 O. 312 335 O, 335
17 18 0. 312 0.312 0.335 0.335
18 19 0. 312 O. 312 0. 335 ( ► , 335
19 20 0. 312 u, 312 0. 335 O, 3 35
2021 0.312 0.312 0.335 0.335
21 69 0. 384 0. 179 0.423 0. 254
21 66 0. 384 O.	 131 0.423 0. 338
66 67 0. 131 0. 217 U, 338 0. 198
67 68 0.000000305 0.00000059 — —
67 70 1	 0. 0001904 0. 0001838 — —


















l 'alde S. Centallf . NiEC0 l " mgitudinal 1\ ode-1 — Spring Constants
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6fable 6. Centaur MECO T()rsio ► nal Model — Spring Constants
iffnvss
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6Tahle 7. Rigid lively Weight Matrix IN 1w I for the Mariner '69 Spacecraft([1nits:	 lh, in. , sec)
X Y % 6x 6y 0 x
X 0.89567+03 0.00000 0.00000 0.00000 -0. 11012+05 -0.41730+03
Y 0.00000 0.8950403 0.00000 0. 11012+05 0.00000 0.38640+03
7 0.00000 0.00000 0.89567+03 0.41730+03 -0.38640+03 0.00000
© x 0.00000 0.11012+05 0.41730+03 0.94243+06 0.36476+04 0.14680+03
9 y -0.11012+05 0.00000 -0.38640+03 0.36476+04 0.93547+06 -0.15842+05
6 Z -0.41730+03 0.38640+03 0.00000 0.14680+03 -0.15842+05 0.51507+06
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Cmi ► plianc• es of 1-:1ement s	 (x 1 0	 7)
Axial Tortiion Bending Shear
A I3 (in.)
L 1, 1. K
Al-: JG iEl GA 1,
1 2 16.5 1.98 0.0197 0.00210 0.0941
2 3 20.0 2.32 0.0236 0. 00214-4 0.0820
3 4 1').0 2.10 0.0222 0.00217 0.0803
4 5 19.0 1.82 0.0163 0.00186 0. 0651,
5 6 2 0. 0 1. 3 3 0.0096 0. 0013 3 0. 0481
6 7 16. 5 9. 58 0. 0320 0.00601 0. 053 3
7 8 18.5 3.64 0.0521 0.00460 0. 1000
5 43.0 43.0 0.0 0.0808 0.0
1. - Length (in. )
A = Area (in.2)
G = Shear Modulus (lb/in, 2)
J = Polar Moment of Inertia (in. 4)
I	 = Area Moment of Inertia (in: )
E - Young's Modulus (lh y in. 2)
K = Shear Factor
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 0.;114+-06 -u, 5 1 4•{_06 -0, '727- 0 ; -0. 11 i2K-0K
1, 0
r,,	 I	 I -0, '+11.1'+-ON II,	 5'142 -1114
7.211 0	 197 14 -0S 11,	 1	 4hU -115 -11,461414_(17 11.26113-117 -11,	 i6Kh - (17 l+.	 3hh5 -1114
7. t 32 ; 0, 1 3514-05 0, l'+12 - 0; -0. 585 .1.07 -0, i60S-07 -0, 2527-07 _0. 5276-09
7. ;227 0, 351 1_08 0, 1 357-09 -0. 322 1-0 4 - 0. 15 17- I0 _0, Im2K- 10 0, 2 11 1 2- I 11
7, 1,11	 1 0. 1016- 07 11,	 72t-'I-  I0 -0. 31476-Ot, 11, .1	 3 I9 - I (1 0. 76 i2- 10 0. b 3 7 h-O,#
'+.2257 -0. 5612-00 0, 4Kt)1-06 -0. 1990-07 _0,'1131-014 0.96'+I-1 ► K _u, 1179 - 07
1 5, 4 17 0. 147:45-115 II,	 1 169-111 _(I, 7966-06 0. 2116 4-(Ih -0. 31 50-06 1 ► , h 102-0.1
1 K, 5 7 7 -0. (0(1141 -0 . 1 11,	 12^,:-01 0. 167 5 - 04 - 0. 3525 - 04 0. 1'+b6 -06 1 ► . 1 )KI K - 1)S
IK,	 7'+1 0.14076 - 06 - 0, 217;-0f, 0. 3K6K -0H - 0. 5640.0'+ -0. 1 .176-014 0.4041-0'1
I K,' +'+2 -0, 1 182-01 0. 1246-0 3 0, 1142-01 0. 31421 -06 0. 32014-04 -0. 6124 - 0S
20. 042 -0,
	 12 35-05 0, 10145.0; -0. 3170-07 0. 14001 -08 0. 2 1^0_; ► 7 _0, 1 377-014
20,66 -0.15514-05 -0.	 312'+-0S 0, 3') 1 )14-07 -0.2437-07 0.117'	 117 0,2575-0h
22. 14S -0. 81457-014 -0. 1940-06 -0. b988-OK -0. 1714-08 0. f.`+ '	 +-09 0, 2202-07
27, 355 0. 1061 -05 0. 4501-0 r, 0, 6997-07 0. 775 4-07 -0, 6647-07 -0, 2.1714-07
27. 727 -0, 90 14-06 0. 9514 3 - 06 0, 5035-0 7 0. 20140-07 0, 2624-07 -0.	 301,'+- 0')
27, 1455 0, 6256 - 08 - 0. 25 1 11 -0 7 - 0, 2976 - 0K
_0. 5564 - 09 0. 1744-10 -0. 61 121 -09
2 7.' +614 0.8487-OK 0. 516I-OK _0.29014-07 0.()216-10 -0, 1KK4-09 0.5323-01)
28, INS -0.23.16-05 -0, 3124-05 _0, 1 323-06 -0.5460-07 0. 5254-07 0.2557-07
W. b06 0. 1494 - 06 0, 51 1 3 - 0S
-
0. 1116 - 06 0. 97146 - 07 0. H221 - 07 - 0. 36Kh- 014
12.447 0,KKKS - 02 -0. 1632 - 04 - 0.5888 - 04 - 0.1581-0t, - 0.20145 - 04 0.2(11+1 - 05
Ic i5. 727 0, 1696 - 05 0, 1855-115 _0, 3746-06 0. 2726-07 - 0. 1525-07 0. 2_'04_v6
i5. 7149 0. 41410_0 . 1 -0. 1219-0 1
_0. 1 1 36 - 05 _0. 1 171 -0S
_O. 4262 - 06 -0, 10 31 -04
46. 17 S
_0. 245O -OS 0, 2SO0- 10 0, 1 3314-06 -0, 6OHS_OH 0, 2214(1-07 - 0, 7t.36 - 07
47, 22K -0. 1bK9-0 3 0. 6226 - 05 - 0. 141 1-02 - 0. 3272-06 0, 1450 - 05 - 0, 1116 - 06
414,957 0. 3065 - 04 - 0, 752') - 02 0. 2438 - 05 _O, l 150 - 04 - 0, 1 376 - 06 0. 12 47 - 04
W. 7'12 0. 7224-06 0. 4910 - 0t) - 0.5238-06 - 0. 1051-07 - 0, 7164-07 0. 2171 - 08
41,')84 _0. 1145 7-06 0. 12149- (15 - 0. -1702-06 0. 7145(1-07 _O. 1429S-Oh 0. 1465-0N
51.5 0, 4685-05 _0. 2320 - 06 0.2391 -05 0.9575-09 _0, 7826-07 -0, LK24-07
5 3. 2148 -0. 19 35-05 0. b190-OK -0. 1 147-05 0. 3477-Oh (1. )688-07 -0. 597 3-09
514, 262 0, 21 1 )9.05 0, 2535-06 0, 6520-08 0, 131 1_OH -0. 1627-(114 0. 14482-OK
;iK. 652 -0. 1766-06 0. 4825- Ob 0.9744-07 0.	 1 1 151 - I+K 0, 1014- 0 7 0. 821 1 -07
59. 36 0.4268-0 0. 5488-06 -0.4493-06 0.')1
	
31 - 119 -0, 5108-08 0. 151.7-07
59,509
-0.7591-06 0, 3979-06 0.4977-07 0,.15119-0M 0. 19 I2-01 0.2')50-07
60. 3 3 1 -0. 5227-07 0, 2927-07 0. 1859-06 -0, 14 3 ±	 9n -0. 1 362-09 -0. 36th-07
6S.01 1 0. 3S 3K-OS -0. 1667-06 -0. 1097-04 0. 159 3-0, -0. 10 3 4-06 -0. 1826-(IS
614, 556 -0. 9587-0 i -0. 5288-02 -0.6899-03 -0. 9614-04 0. 3 357- 04 O. SO19 -0 3
71.285 -0. 1164-04 -0. 3652-04 0.2441-04 -0, 6746 - 0t) 0, 1 752- 06 0. 1408 -0S
72. 651 -0. 1477-01 0, 3266-02 -0. 7394-02 0. 6476-04 0, .1 791-0 3 -0. 306 1-04
7 1. 0 38 0. 2464-02 0. 1478-01 0. ?936-02 0. 2861 -0 i -0. 019-04 0. 2024 - 03
7 S. 814 0. 2859-05 0. 1 S2 3-05 -0. 959 3 -0 6 0. 25144-0 7 -0. 4512-07 0. 20b6-06
, 5, 1 )97 0, S4 32-05 _0, 4 3214-05 -0. 7600-05 -0. 10 314-06 -0, 7714-07 0, 21445.06
ib.( ► 8 - 0.5345 - OS 0. 231.2 - I ► 5 0. 4663 - 05 o. 5955_07 0.7116 - 07 - 0. 17;M - M)
1




4)	 for MFCO Centaur/Mariner Mars 1 09 Model (Units: 11), hi. , Sec)
1 (no) X Y % 6x B Y ©.
















-0. 100' ► _OG
-0. 6111-07
0.118'O_07
_0, i 1 57-07
-0. 3141-07
_0, 211 7-0 7
0, 1740-OS
_0, 661,0_0',
7. 5227 - 0. 7600- 08 0. 4 10 - 0 h -0.	 196' 2 -0'+ -0, 170 i- l0 _0, 144X-10 O. 2 10 t,	 IO
7. 611 i -11. 11146 -117 -0. 359 7 -1 ► 1i -O. 1647-of, 11.	 ,'.14'11 - III _11. 756 i- l0 11. 6118
x .22 .,7 0.1054-05 0.2025- 05 - 0. 1425-07 _0.7171-08 0.7462-OK -0.1."j.1-07
1 5.'447 -0,	 i'1 17-04 -0. 1 L42-0 1 -0. K645-06 0. 14105 - 0f, -U. 1 OW) -06 0. x5.,8-04
18. 577 0. 1 165-n4 0. I'+' +K -111 0. 1 170_0 i - 0. Y^ 64_0 .1 0, •143.'.-06 0. K 17 -,
18. 791 0, 315 1-07 0. 14814-u7 -0. 1166-08 -0. 141.4 --119 -0, 1617- 014 0. 54'+7-n"
1 K. (4'22 0, 19 5 K-112
-0. 6544-OS 0, 1 145-0 1 O..I,IK')-06 0. 5704-04 - 0. K,! 11 -05
10.641 0. 3777- 0S -0.1279-05 0.29011_07 0. 5748 _014 0. 11401-07 -0, 1780- OK
20.66 0, 1964- 05 0.4029-05 0.4565- 07 -0. 1819-07 0.941K- 014 0. 7016-0's
12. 145 0. 1656-06 0. 2471-06 _0. 921414- 09 _0, 11141 - 08 0. 3247-09 0. 1531 -0 7
27. 155 -0. I1149-0 . 1 -0.1461-04 -0. 2291 -O6 0. •1124-07 -0. 18(+1-07 - 0, 570 i_08
17. 727 0. 5152- 05 - 0. 4069-05 0. 7411-o7 0. 1471-07 0. 18 17 -0 7 -, I I' +5 .08
17.K5`, 0,2162-07 0.10147-06 0. 11111_08 _0. 3567 -09 0.	 1241-0'i
_0.4..' 111-00
27,'+68 -0.2227-07 -0.2167-07 0.5716_014 0.61 37-10 _0, 1862-10 0.2'2(15-0'1
28. 185 0.91448-05 0.9745-0S 0.2145-06 -0.1943-07 0. 11115_07 0.7010 _08
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